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Chapter 2

Nuclear β-decay

Searches for non-SM interactions are among the key experiments in the TRIµP

facility with a particular emphasis on such that violate time-reversal symmetry.

Searches for new interactions in nuclear β-decay and searches for permanent

electric dipole moments (EDMs) of fundamental particles are carried out. The

precision studies of β-neutrino correlations in this thesis - although not yet of

a T violating parameter - are part of that experimental program to find new

physics. Here a precision experiment with sufficient sensitivity to new interactions

is based on an analysis of the possible observables in β-decays such that the most

sensitive observables can be selected. Beyond the basic weak force there are

other interactions and effects involved in a nuclear β-decay such as final state

interactions. Their contributions must be well known for the coming generation

of precision experiments. In this chapter an overview of the interactions in nuclear

β-decay is given. An analytical approach for calculating the nuclear β-decay rate

in terms of the kinematical observables of the decay products is presented. The

analytical results are compared with the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations and the

sensitivity of possible observables to non-SM interactions are discussed.

2.1 T -violation and New Physics,

Goals of TRIµP

With the assumption of a “Big Bang” the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the

universe remains a mystery. If all physical processes would obey the discrete

symmetries - C, P and T - there would not be a world with dominance of ei-

ther matter or antimatter. An imbalance of species arises as soon as symmetry
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10 Nuclear β-decay

violations occur in the known interactions. Sakharov has shown that C and CP

violation, together with non-conservation of baryon number and thermal non-

equilibrium, may lead to a surplus of matter [Sak67]. However, the known CP

violation in the SM inferred from neutral K and B meson decays is insufficient to

explain the observed cosmological asymmetry [Din04]. The SM predicts the ratio

of the number of baryons NB to the number of photons Nγ as
NB

Nγ

' 10−20, while

the observed value is about 10−10 [Bar03]. If we consider CPT to hold, looking

for other sources of CP and T violation are complementary methods to explain

the asymmetry of matter and antimatter. This motivates strongly searches for

T violation such as in nuclear β-decay and in EDMs. It should be noted that al-

ready direct T violation has also been reported from K decay [Ang98]. However,

this is not yet sufficient to explain the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in

the universe and further searches are underway.

2.1.1 β-decay in an Atom Trap

Correlations between particles born in β-decay manifest the symmetries and sym-

metry violations of the weak interactions [Wil05, Sev06]. In weak interactions

(a current-current interaction) several currents can contribute. These are scalar

(S), vector (V), axial vector (A), tensor (T) and pseudoscalar (P) currents. In

the SM, the weak interactions are exclusively the result of V and A currents.

The hadronic vector current is observed in Fermi (F) decays and the axial-vector

current in Gamow-Teller (GT) decays. Contributions of other currents to β-

decay can affect correlations between the particles in the outgoing channels and

their kinematics. Therefore, deviations from the SM using V and A interactions

exclusively would indicate physics beyond the SM.

Information about non-SM physics can be extracted from coincidence mea-

surements by carefully chosen combinations of observables. These observables

concern the kinematics of the β-particle and the recoil-ion (the neutrino is sup-

posed to be unobserved) for non-polarized parent nuclei. A set of position sensi-

tive detectors can be used which can resolve the full kinematics of these particles.

The kinematics of the full decay can be reconstructed and various correlations

between decay particles can be studied. The possibility to polarize trapped ra-

dioactive atoms provides various other combination of observables to be studied

in particular such which violate T -symmetry.

We need to obtain both sufficient resolution on the observables and sufficient

statistics to improve the sensitivity for small effects in order to measure or con-
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strain small non-SM effects. Within the TRIµP approach the resolution aspect is

addressed using a reaction microscope and large solid angle β-detectors. At the

same time the TRIµP separator can deliver sufficient and very clean radioactive

beams which reduces the amount of background in the detection system. High

intensity beams available from the AGOR cyclotron and long running times are

among the advantages which allow to obtain sufficient counting statistics.

2.1.2 Permanent Electric Dipole Moment (EDM)

One source of extra symmetry violations could be signalled through EDMs of fun-

damental particles which break both the T and the P symmetry. The existence

of an EDM would prove T -violation (see Fig. 2.1). Searches for EDMs have been

Fig. 2.1: EDM violates both Parity and Time reversal symmetries.

performed at various levels of sensitivity using elementary particles1, like leptons

and also composed systems, like the mercury (Hg) atoms or molecules such as

TlF (see Tab. 2.1.2)[Ond06]. Compound systems like nucleons and atoms may

inherit an EDM from their elementary constituents or show an induced EDM

through T violating interactions between them.

1Such an EDM is fundamentally different from the electric dipole moments found in, e.g.,
polar molecules. The EDM of interest here exists even in the week electric field limit [Khr97].
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Possible

Particle Experiment System SM New Physics

Limits Limits Limits

[e.cm](C.L.) [e.cm] [e.cm]

e 4× 10−27(90%) [Reg02] 205Tl atom 10−38 1× 10−27

µ 2.7× 10−19(90%)[Nab03] rest frame E field 10−35 10−22

τ 1.1× 10−17(95%)[Esc97] (Z −→ τ+τ−) 10−34 10−20

p −3.7± 6.3× 10−23[Cho91] 205Tl-F molecule 10−31 5× 10−26

n 2.9× 10−26(90%)[Bak06] Ultra cold neutrons 10−31 5× 10−26

Hg 2.1× 10−28(95%)[Rom01] 199Hg atom 10−33 10−28

Table 2.1: EDM limits predicted by the SM and the highest predictions of New

Physics models in comparison with the recent experimental achievements.

There has been no EDM observed up to now. The upper limits of EDMs from

different precision experiments rule out already a number of speculative models

beyond the SM [Pap06, Abe06, Hub07]. But still significant improvements will

be needed to reach the limits predicted within the SM. EDM searches in Ra

isotopes are a central scientific goal of the TRIµP program, because of their large

enhancement for both a nuclear and an electron EDM due to special properties

in the nuclear and atomic structure of the Ra isotopes [Dob05, Dzu02, Dzu00].

Trapped Ra isotopes can be put transversely polarized into a strong electric field.

The EDM causes then the spin of these atoms to precess around the E field axis.

Measuring this precession frequency would give an EDM value.

Laser trapping of barium (Ba) has been achieved by the TRIµP group for the

first time as a pilot project for the trapping of Ra isotopes. Detailed spectroscopy

with a sophisticated cooling procedure is being performed [Dam06, Dam08, De08].

Activities toward laser trapping of Ra atoms is ongoing.

2.2 β-decay in the Standard Model

Nuclear β-decay is a semi-leptonic weak process. One observes essentially the

decay of quarks which are mediated by W bosons (see Fig. 2.2(a)). At low energies

where the energy of the decay is much smaller than the mass of the W boson, like

the nuclear β-decay, the decay diagram can be approximated by a four-fermion

contact interaction (see Fig. 2.2(b)). This kind of interaction can be explained
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.2: a) β-decay as a semi-leptonic weak interaction. b) β-decay approxima-

tion at low energies as a contact interaction of four fermions.

by the universal Fermi interaction model as a current-current interaction. The

general Hamiltonian for a typical β-decay like neutron decay can be written as

Hβ =
Gβ√

2

∑
i

(pOin){eOi(Ci + C ′
iγ5)ν}+ H.c.; i = S, V,A, T, P ; (2.1)

where all the possible Lorentz covariant currents are included, i.e., scalar (Os = 1)

and vector (OV = γµ) currents for Fermi decays, axial vector (OA = −iγµγ5) and

tensor (OT = σλµ/
√

2) for Gamow-Teller decays, and pseudoscalar (Op = γ5)

which appears in forbidden transitions [Sev06]. In a Fermi decay the total spin

of the lepton pair is zero whereas in a Gamow-Teller decay the total spin of

of the lepton pair amounts to one unit. These currents have the same shape

for the leptonic part of the Hamiltonian and the hadronic part, if the nucleus

is considered a point-like particle and all other interactions are switched off.

The relative amplitude of each interaction type is described by the C and C ′

coefficients. The relation between these coefficients determines the behavior of

the Hamiltonian under symmetry transformations. Table 2.2 shows C, P and T

symmetry violation conditions for the coupling coefficients.

In the non-relativistic treatment of the nucleons the pseudoscalar hadronic

current is negligible. The scalar and vector currents contribute to the Fermi

decay while the axial vector and tensor currents contribute to the Gamow-Teller

decay. Within the SM framework, β-decay involves V−A interactions that are

interactions among the left-handed particles and right-handed antiparticles. Also

parity and charge conjugation are fully violated. Therefore CV /C ′
V = CA/ C ′

A =

1, CS = C ′
S = CT = C ′

T = CP = C ′
P = 0 and Im(Ci) = 0.
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Table 2.2: The consequences on the couplings due to violations of the discrete

symmetries (from [Sev06]).

C ReCi 6= 0 and ReC′
i 6= 0 or

ImCi 6= 0 and ImC′
i 6= 0

P Ci 6= 0 and C ′
i 6= 0

T Im(Ci/Cj) 6= 0 or Im(C′
i/Cj) 6= 0

Using this Hamiltonian, the T matrix (transition matrix) for the β-decay can

be written as [Beh82]

T =

∫
Gβ√

2
〈f |Vµ(0)− Aµ(0)|i〉Lµ(q)d3q, (2.2)

where

q = pf − pi (2.3)

is the momentum transfer between initial and final states |i〉 and |f〉. Here we

use the values of currents at the center of the nuclei (Vµ(0) and Aµ(0)) assuming

translation invariance. Lµ(q) is the leptonic part of the interaction.

The structure of the nuclei and interference of the strong interaction compli-

cates the hadronic part of the weak interactions. One can include these effects

as form factors fmn in the current operator [Beh82]. Nuclear currents can be

expanded in terms of the spherical harmonic functions Y m
n (q̂),

〈f |Vµ(0)− Aµ(0)|i〉 =
∑
mn

fmn(q2)Y m
n (q̂), (2.4)

where q̂ is the unit vector of the momentum transfer between final and initial

states. In this method all the structural effects and interferences from other in-

teractions are included in the amplitude of the spherical harmonic terms fmn(q2).

This Lorentz-invariant expansion is valid in a special reference system called the

Breit system, where pi +pf = 0, while the transformation from the Breit system

to the reference system of the nucleus can be performed [Beh82]. Assuming in-

finitely heavy nuclei, makes the lab system the same as the Breit system. This

assumption causes an error to the calculation of order . 10−2×A−1. By splitting

the nuclear current J in space and time components we obtain [Beh82, Hol74a]

Jµ =

(
J0

J

)
.
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We can expand the nuclear currents to:

〈f |V0|i〉 =
∑

j(even)

j∑
m=−j

CM ′m;M
J ′j;J [

4π

(2l + 1)
]1/2 × Y m

j (q̂)F V
j (q2)(|q|/2M)j,

〈f |V|i〉 =
∑

l(odd)

l+1∑

j=l−1

j∑
m=−j

CM ′m;M
J ′j;J [

4π

(2l + 1)
]1/2 × Y m

jl (q̂)F V
jl (q

2)(|q|/2M)l,

〈f |A0|i〉 =
∑

j(odd)

j∑
m=−j

CM ′m;M
J ′j;J [

4π

(2l + 1)
]1/2 × Y m

j (q̂)FA
j (q2)(|q|/2M)j,

〈f |A|i〉 =
∑

l(even)

l+1∑

j=l−1

j∑
m=−j

CM ′m;M
J ′j;J [

4π

(2l + 1)
]1/2 × Y m

jl (q̂)FA
jl (q

2)(|q|/2M)l.

(2.5)

The Y m
j and Y m

jl are spherical and vector spherical harmonics, respectively,

and

Y m
jl =

∑
µ

C−µµ;m
1l;j eµY

m−µ
j (q̂), (2.6)

where C is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and e is a spherical vector as e0 =

ez; e±1 = ∓1/
√

2(ex ± iey).

The form factor Fj(q
2) describes a transition between two nuclei with relative

momentum q = |q| and the relative angular momentum j. In the form factor

Fjl(q
2) the angular momentum j is coupled with vector operator σ (spin operator)

or p (momentum operator) to a total angular momentum l. J (J ′) and M (M ′)

are the spin and magnetic quantum numbers of the parent (daughter) nuclei.

There are approximations and constraints on the form factors which allow to

eliminate many of them or to simplify the expression to the basic properties of

the nuclei: At the limit of the zero momentum transfer (q=0) all the form factors

should be finite. One can use the zero momentum transfer form factors as a first

approximation for the β-decay including the fact that the energy of the decay is

small compared to the mass of the nucleus. Also it can be shown [Beh82] that

form factors, in general, can be expanded in terms of qr, where r is the radius of

the nucleus:

Fjl(q
2) = F

(0)
jl − (qr)2

2(2l + 3)
F

(1)
jl + ... (2.7)

Since qr ¿ 1 for nuclear β-decay, one can use the first term as the leading order.
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2.2.1 Symmetries in the Standard Model

Starting from the hadronic current structure for the nucleon (p or n) one can

build up the current structure of the nucleus [Beh82]. The nucleon form factor

and current structure can be taken from (2.5) for j = j′ = 1/2 and l = 0.

The most general Lorentz covariant structure for the vector and the axial-vector

current for the nucleon can be written as [Bli73]

〈f |Vλ|i〉 = i〈up|fV γλ + fW σλνq
ν + ifSqλ|un〉,

〈f |Aλ|i〉 = i〈up| − fAγλγ5 + ifP γ5qλ + fT σλνq
νγ5|un〉.

(2.8)

where up and un are Dirac spinors for proton and neutron with the four momenta

p and n respectively. The form factors fi are in general a function of q2 with

q = p− n. These form factors at the limit of zero momentum transfer are called

vector, axial vector, weak magnetism, induced scalar, induce tensor and induced

pseudoscalar couplings respectively, i.e. i = V, A, W, S, T, P . fV and fA are the

leading order V and A couplings. All others are induced terms and arise from

the presence of the strong interaction and are small.

Various SM symmetries put constraints on the form factors. The G-parity

transformation is a symmetry of the strong interaction that is defined by a charge

conjugation operation followed by a rotation of π around the y axis in isospin

space,

G = CeiπT2 , (2.9)

where C is charge conjugation transformation and T2 is the second component

of the isospin. By definition, the vector currents with G-parity +1 and the axial-

vector currents with G-parity −1 are called first-class currents (FCC). Currents

with opposite G-parity are called second-class currents (SCC). The leading terms

(V and A), weak magnetism and induced pseudoscalar terms in V−A current

structure are first-class currents while others are second-class. The electroweak

theory which is part of the SM requires the total V and A current structure to

have definite G-parity. Therefore second-class currents are not allowed in the SM

and fS = 0 and fT = 0. Measurements of SCC strengths are consistent with zero

so far [Wil00].

Experimental data shows that the effective interaction strengths of the vec-

tor coupling in nuclear β-decay and in muon decay agree within 2%. This has

raised the question why a bound nucleon inside the nucleus, which is effectively

surrounded by a virtual pion field, should have the same vector coupling con-

stant as a lepton like muon? In fact, the virtual meson field is not affecting the
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universality of the vector current interaction. This situation is similar to the elec-

tromagnetic coupling constant (e) which is not affected by virtual mesons inside

the nucleus. Feynman and Gell-Mann [Fey58, Wu64] proposed to treat the vector

current interaction in the same way as the electromagnetic current in the form of

one multiplet of vector current operators. In this hypothesis pions are carrying

weak charges and mediate weak vector interaction as they also carry electromag-

netic charges. Therefore the pionic field does not screen the electromagnetic or

vector weak interaction of the bound nucleon. This mechanism leads to the con-

servation of vector current (CVC) that has several consequences. First of all the

vector coupling constant for a bound nucleon needs not to be renormalized inside

the nuclear medium and its value is fixed to fV = 1 for q = 0. This means that

the vector coupling constant is universal. Also the CVC hypothesis connects the

weak magnetism to the electromagnetic properties of the nucleon. At the limit

of zero momentum transfer we have for neutron decay

f
(0)
W = − κp − κn

2Mp

, (2.10)

where κp = µp − 1 and κn = µn. µp and µn are the magnetic moments of proton

and neutron. Mp is the mass of the proton. In this way, CVC fixes two of the

form factors to the electromagnetic form factors. Another consequence of CVC

is that the conservation of the vector current requires that fS = 0 [Bli73]. That

is the second vanishing constraint on the induced scalar current in addition to

the G-parity. The axial-vector current has no electromagnetic analogue and is

not conserved.

Time-reversal symmetry also puts a constraint on the form factors. T -symmetry

conservation requires that all the form factors are real. Any imaginary part causes

a phase difference between the form factors and induces time-reversal violation.

2.3 Decay Rate

The leptonic part of the T matrix (2.2) also can be expanded in terms of the

spherical harmonics [Beh82]

Lµ(q) =
1

(2π)3

∫
e−iq·riuee

−ipe·rγµ(1 + γ5)vνe
−ipν ·rd3r (2.11)

e−iq·r = 4π
∑

lm

iljl(qr)Y
∗m
l (q̂)Y m

l (r̂) (2.12)
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where jl(qr) are the spherical Bessel functions. From the T matrix one can

calculate the rate of the decay

dω

dt
=

1

(2π)5

∑

f

∑
s

∫
|T|2δ3(pr + pe + pν − pi)

×δ(Wr + We + Wν + Mp)d
3prd

3ped
3pν , (2.13)

where ω is the decay probability and the sum is over all spin states (s) and final

states (f). The indices r, e, ν and i are for the recoil-ion, the β-particle, the

neutrino and the parent nucleus, respectively. p is the momentum vector of the

particle and W =
√

p2 + M2 = E + M represents the total mass-energy of the

particle where M is its rest mass and E its kinetic energy. The rate equation

can be written depending on the type of the effects included in the T matrix.

At the first order, effects of the induced currents can be neglected. Then the T

matrix is reduced to the conventional nuclear matrix element. It can be written

for Fermi and Gamow-Teller decays separately as MF and MGT . Exploiting the

orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, one arrives at the decay rate

dω

dt
= Kξ(1+ a

p · q
EeEν

+ b Γ
Me

Ee

+〈J〉 · (A p

Ee

+ B
q

Eν

+ D
p× q

EeEν

)

+〈σ〉 · (G p

Ee

+ Q 〈J〉+ R 〈J〉 × p

Ee

))dΩedΩν ,

(2.14)

where K is the kinematic part of the decay and ξ is defined as

ξ = |MF |2(|CV |2 + |C ′
V |2 + |CS|2 + |C ′

S|2)
+|MGT |2(|CA|2 + |C ′

A|2 + |CT |2 + |C ′
T |2).

(2.15)

Γ =
√

1− (αZ)2 is a Coulomb factor with α the electromagnetic coupling con-

stant and Z is the nucleus charge. The details about the interaction type and

their properties are contained in the coefficients a, b, A,B, D,G, Q and R. More

complicated correlations are neglected [Jac57]. Depending on the type of the

currents included in the interaction, different coefficients are sensitive to different

interactions. For example, tensor and scalar interactions without second-class

currents yield [Jac57]

a = (|MF |2(|CV |2 + |C ′
V |2 − |CS|2 − |C ′

S|2)

+
1

3
|MGT |2(|CA|2 + |C ′

A|2 − |CT |2 − |C ′
T |2))ξ−1,

(2.16)
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b = (−Re(|MF|2(CSC
∗
V + C′

SC
′∗
V) + |MGT|2(CTC∗

A + C′
TC′∗

A))ξ−1, (2.17)

D = (2Im(δJJ′|MF||MGT|( J

J + 1
)

1
2 (CSC

∗
T + C′

SC
′∗
T − CVC∗

A − C′
VC′∗

A)))ξ−1,

(2.18)

and

R = (2Im(±|MGT|2λJ′J(CTC′∗
A + C′

TC∗
A)

+|MF ||MGT |( J

J + 1
)

1
2 (CSC ′∗

A + C ′
SC∗

A − CV C ′∗
T − C ′

V C∗
T )))ξ−1.

(2.19)

The threefold product of electron and neutrino momentum with the spin of

the parent nucleus is odd in time-reversal (see Eq. 2.14). Therefore the coefficient

D should be zero within the SM, if final state interactions and higher order terms

are neglected (see Sec. 2.3.1), i.e.

Im(CSC
∗
T + C′

SC
′∗
T − CVC∗

A − C′
VC′∗

A) = 0. (2.20)

The coefficient R also is T -odd and is predicted to be zero. To measure the

parameter D, the polarization of the parent nuclei should be measured and for

the parameter R the polarization of the β-particle is needed in addition.

2.3.1 Final State Interactions

The largest interaction between decay products after the decay is the Coulomb

interaction. Since the β-particle is emitted from the nucleus, the energy of the

β-particle is affected by the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. The β-particle

also must pass through the electronic cloud around the recoiling ion or atom.

Therefore it feels the screening effect of the atomic electrons. The effect of this

potential on positrons is repulsive leading to higher energies. For electrons it

shifts the spectrum to lower energies (see Fig. 2.3.1).

A relativistic correction factor without the screening effect was given by Fermi

[Fer34]:

F = η(2s−2)eπy|Γ[s + iy]|2,
γ = −Zα,

s =
√

1− γ2,

η = 2pe,

y = γWe/pe,

(2.21)
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Fig. 2.3: Energy spectrum of the positron in the 21Na decay without Fermi func-

tion (dashed line) and with the Fermi function (solid line). The integral is not

the same, thus the overall rate is affected.

where Z is the atomic number of the daughter nuclei and α is the fine structure

constant. pe and We are momentum and the total energy of the β-particle. This

function F is known as the Fermi function. The decay rate in (2.13) becomes

now

dω

dt
=

F

(2π)5

∑

f

∑
s

∫
|T|2δ3(pr + pe + pν − pi)

×δ(Wr + We + Wν + Mp)d
3prd

3ped
3pν . (2.22)

Many approximations and numerical methods have been developed in order to

overcome the analytical difficulties associated with the Γ function with a complex

argument in the Fermi function [Ven85, Kon41, Wil93]. Further interactions

between the β-particle and the recoil nucleus like exchange of photons, introduce

higher order corrections. The final state interactions have the capacity to mimic

the time-reversal violation behavior. This aspect has been studied extensively to

differentiate between the final state interaction effects and the properties of the

weak interactions [Bro70, Her97, Vee02]. The final state interaction contribution

to the coefficient D in the decay of 21Na has been calculated to 10−4 [Vee02]. It

can be expected that an accuracy of a few percent can be reached for calculations
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of this coefficient [Tim08].

2.4 Corrections on the Allowed β-decay

For a β-decay precision measurement several corrections must be applied to the

allowed β-decay, in particular, if their size can be larger than the desired res-

olution. Part of the corrections belongs to the approximations we consider in

the model like the mass and the size of the nucleus. Detailed calculations are

available in the literature for each case, which can be repeated for each specific

nucleus with the necessary resolution [Sir67, Hol74a, Wilkinson]. In this section

we compare the estimates of the corrections for each case with their effect on the

final result.

The finite mass of the recoil-ion causes corrections in the β-decay calculations

known as recoil order corrections. The estimated size of the correction on the
21Na decay is at the 10−4 level. Also the effect of the finite size of the recoil-

ion has been calculated and leads to a correction of <0.3% for 21Na decay (see

[Wil89b]).

Higher order radiative corrections beyond the Fermi function have been con-

sidered. They arise from virtual photon exchange (Coulomb interaction) between

the β-particle and the nucleus (Z-dependent) or hard bremsstrahlung photon

emission by the β-particle (Z-independent) [Hol74b, Sir67, Wil95b, Wil97]. The

size of the correction is for both cases for 21Na of order 1% and depends on the

energy of the β-particle.

A careful calculation of all these effects is beyond the scope of this work.

Nevertheless, such calculations are essential for the precision measurement which

is under way [Tim08, Vee02].

2.5 β-decay of 21Na

The isotope 21Na is a β+ emitter with 22.5 s half-life time. 21Ne is produced as the

daughter nucleus mainly in the ground state (see Fig. 2.4). A small fraction (ε)

of the decay ends in an excited state of 21Ne which itself decays by emission of a

350 keV γ photon. The branching ratio of the decay to the excited state has been

measured several times with different results (see Tab. 2.3). The disagreement

on this number caused a major uncertainty in the decay measurements. Recently

two independent experiments have measured this branching ratio with a good
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Branching ratio (ε) Refrence

(2.2±0.3)% [Tal60]

(2.3±0.2)% [Arn63]

(5.1±0.2)% [Alb74]

(4.2±0.2)% [Azu77]

(4.79±0.16)% [Wil80]

(4.74±0.04)% [Iac06]

(4.93±0.2)% [Ach08]

(4.82±0.04)% average since 1980

Table 2.3: Measured values of 21Na de-

cay branching ratio ε to the 5
2

+
excited

state. The disagreement between some

earlier measurements was a source of un-

certainty for recent correlation measure-

ments (from [Vet08]).
Fig. 2.4: 21Na β-decay to ground state

and excited states of 21Ne (from [Iac06]).

precision [Iac06, Ach08]. There is also a weak electron capture channel with a

branching ratio of 0.087% [Azu77].

The 21Na and 21Ne nuclei differ just by their last nucleon (proton or neutron).

This makes their nuclear structure to be very similar. This type of nucleus pairs

are called mirror nuclei. The β-decay among mirror nuclei has been studied

because of many advantages. In particular, their similar nuclear structure allows

relatively simple calculations of the nuclear transition matrix element.

The 21Na nucleus decays in a mixed transition into 21Ne, i.e. the transition

is a combined Fermi and Gamow-Teller process. The corresponding nuclear ma-

trix elements have been calculated [Sci03]. The Fermi matrix element is fully

determined by the CVC hypothesis and the simple isospin structure of a mirror

transition, which implies |MF |2 = 1. The Gamow-Teller matrix element de-

pends on the nuclear structure of the states involved and can be derived from

the ft values. Decays to the 21Na ground state (see Fig. 2.4) are described

by CAMGT = ±(0.704 ± 0.003) [Sci03] and the decays to the excited state by

CAMGT = ±(0.391± 0.005). With these values for MF and MGT and the newest

values for the branching ratio ε in [Iac06] the coefficient “a” can be calculated
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within the SM to be a(21Na) = 0.553(2) [Iac06] i.e. with an uncertainty of 0.36%.

An uncertainty of ∆a = ±0.003 arises from the uncertainties in the end point

energy of 2.525 MeV, the half-life and the branching ratio values (see Tab. 2.3). A

measured value of 0.524(9) for the coefficient “a” was reported [Sci04] which had

a 2 standard deviation difference from the SM value. The difference was reduced

later in a new approach within the same experimental program [Vet08] which

takes in particular the molecular interaction in an atomic trap into account. The

most actual value of the coefficient “a” from this experiment is a = 0.5502(60),

in good agreement with the SM.

2.6 Kinematics and Observables

The kinematics of the charged particles born in nuclear β-decays and their spin

states are experimental observables. They connect the decay rate to the fun-

damental properties of β-decay. Kinematics of the decay particles appear in

the matrix element part of the rate equation as well as the kinematic part (see

Eq. 2.14). The decay rate can be mapped as a function of any of the kinematic

parameters or a set of those. The rate distribution of the decay can be fitted to

the rate equation with coefficients given in equation 2.14 as fitting parameters.

In the following section, we develop the decay rate as a function of measurable

kinematic parameters for the special case of non-polarized parent nuclei. Our pri-

mary focus is on a precise determination of the β-neutrino correlation coefficient

“a”.

2.6.1 Three-body Decay

The β-decay rate can be written as

dω

dt
=

ξR

(2π)5
, (2.23)

where

R =

∫
δ(pr + pe + pν)δ(Wr + We + Wν −Mp) M d3prd

3ped
3pν (2.24)

and

M = 1 + ape · pν/WeWν , (2.25)

with

Wi = Ei + Mi i = e, r, ν ,
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and pi, Ei and Mi are the momenta, kinetic energies and masses of the particles

(e for electron, ν for neutrino, r for recoiling ion and p for parent nucleus). Here

we use natural units such that c = ~ = 1. M represents the matrix element part

for non-polarized nuclei. Since the neutrino detection is not practical, we base

the experiment on observing the β-particle and the recoil-ion. Therefore one can

integrate over the neutrino momentum. Then we have

dR = δ (Wr + We + Wν −Mp) d3pe d3pr M (2.26)

and

W 2
ν = p2

e + p2
r + 2pepr cos θre. (2.27)

The differential momentum of the recoil-ion and the β-particle can be expanded

as

d3pe d3pr = p2
e dpe dΩe p2

r dpr dΩr. (2.28)

where pi = |pi|, dΩi = d cos θi dφi are the differential solid angles which the

particles are scattered into. We assume that the β-particle is emitted along the

z axis. In a three-body decay all the particles are emitted in a plane and there

is no azimuthal angle (φi) dependence. Hence it can be integrated out. Further,

since the β-particle propagates along the z axis and only the polar angle between

the recoil-ion and the β-particle momenta, θre, plays a role, we have

d3pe d3pr = pe We dWe d cos θre dφe p2
r dpr dΩr,

d3pe d3pr = 8π2pe We dWe d cos θre p2
r dpr.

(2.29)

For the matrix element part (M) we have

pν = −(pr + pe), (2.30)

pe.pν

WeWν

= β cos θνe = β
pe.pν

|pe‖pν |
= −β

pe.(pe + pr)

|pe‖pν |
,

pe.pν

WeWν

= −β
p2

e + pe pr cos θre

pe

√
p2

e + p2
r + 2pe pr cos θre

,
(2.31)

and

M = 1− aβ
p2

e + pepr cos θre

pe

√
p2

e + p2
r + 2pepr cos θre

. (2.32)
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From (2.27) we get

2WνdWν = 2pe prd cos θre, (2.33)

and

R = 8π2

∫
δ(Wr + We + Wν −Mp) Wν dWν We dWe pr dpr M. (2.34)

Integration over the neutrino energy yields

R = −8π2

∫
(Wr + We −Mp)We dWe pr dpr M. (2.35)

Two independent kinematic parameters are left. The following argument can be

made to show why just two degrees of freedom are left. Starting from a three-

body decay we can have overall 9 kinematic parameters. Since one of the particles

(neutrino) is not observed, its kinematics can be integrated over. Geometrical

symmetries imply constraints on the remaining parameters, namely the momenta

of the recoil-ion and the β-particle. Since all the particles are confined to a plane,

there is no azimuthal angle dependence and the azimuth angle for both particle

momenta can be integrated over. Selecting the β-particle along the z-axis gives

all the information on the relative azimuthal angle. The momentum conservation

law causes a dependence of one of the three remaining parameters on two others.

In this way, as in equation 2.35, one can rewrite the rate equation in terms of

any set of two parameters depending on the experiment. Further, one more

integration leads to a single-parameter rate function. In the following we derive

the rate equation for some possible parameter sets.

2.6.2 Observables

The choice of observables in an experiment depends on the sensitivity of the

parameter to the physics of the decay. A detection setup should be arranged as

far as possible accordingly. The weak current type in the β-decay influences the

kinematics of the decay. For Fermi decays, where the total spin of the leptons

adds up to zero, the SM interaction (V) couples left-handed neutrinos and right-

handed positrons (for a β+ decay). If both leptons are emitted in the same

direction, mostly high energy recoil ions are produced (see Fig. 2.5-left). For a

non-SM Fermi interaction (S), the coupling occurs to the opposite handedness

and mostly low energy recoil ions are emitted (see Fig. 2.5-right). A similar

conclusion can be drawn for Gamow-Teller decays (see Fig. 2.6).
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Fig. 2.5: Kinematics of Fermi β-decay. A vector current interaction (left) is part

of the SM. A scalar current interaction (right) can only arise from a non-SM

interaction.

This simplified picture shows that the recoil-ion momentum or its energy are

a sensitive part of the kinematics to any new non-standard interaction. The

angular correlation between the neutrino and the β-particle or the recoil-ion and

the β-particle are also sensitive to new forces.

β-particle Energy versus Recoil-Ion Energy

Starting from equation 2.35 one can replace the kinematic parameters with any

two other parameters and drive a new rate function. Applying:

We dWe = pe dpe,

Wr dWr = pr dpr,

and

dWe = dEe,

dWr = dEr.

For a combination of the β-particle and recoil-ion kinetic energies one gets

R = 8π2

∫
A We dEe Wr dEr (1− a(p2

e − p2
r + A2)

2We A
), (2.36)
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Fig. 2.6: Kinematics of Gamow-Teller β-decay. An axial-vector current inter-

action (right) is part of the SM. A tensor current interaction (left) would be a

non-SM interaction.

where

A = Q− Er − Ee,

Q = Mp −Mr −Me,

pe =
√

E2
e + 2Ee Me,

pr =
√

E2
r + 2Er Mr.

This rate function can be visualized in a two dimensional plot that can be cal-

culated analytically. Figure 2.7(a) shows a typical graph for 21Na with a=0.558

as the SM prediction. The difference caused by a 1% deviation from the SM

value is plotted in figure 2.7(b). Also one can produce such an event distribution

histogram using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Figure 2.8(a) shows that the

MC result agrees with the analytically calculated function.

Integrating over the electron energy gives the recoil-ion energy spectra that

can be used also to extract the β-ν correlation coefficient “a”. Figure 2.9 shows

calculated spectra. A change of 1% in the coefficient “a” can affect the recoil-

ion energy spectra by the same amount at some energies (see Fig. 2.9(b)). Such
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.7: a) Analytically calculated event distribution Ee versus Er for the β+

21Na decay using the SM value for the β-ν correlation coefficient “a”. b) Differ-

ence caused by a −1% change in the coefficient “a”.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.8: a) Event distribution for 21Na decay from a MC simulation based on

106 events. Each axis is divided into 100 bins. b) Distribution of fitted values for

the coefficient “a” from fits to the analytical expression of the recoil-ion energy

spectrum based on 107 events. The coefficient “a” is defined as 0.5+X/100. The

width of the distribution gives a resolution of 0.2%.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.9: a) Energy spectrum of recoil ions from 21Na β+-decay. b) Relative

change in the distribution by a 1% deviation of the β-ν correlation coefficient

“a” from the SM value.
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recoil-ion spectra were used in several β-decay experiments. In most cases involv-

ing ion traps (WITCH [Bec03]) and also in neutron decay experiments (aSPECT

[Glu05]), an integrated recoil-ion spectrum is measured using a retardation field.

In atomic traps ([Sci04]), using the recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy, a projec-

tion of the recoil-ion spectrum onto the time of flight of the recoil-ion is measured.

In our experiment we aim to have the possibility to observe the full kinematics

of the recoil-ion, which gives higher sensitivity.

We fit the MC distribution of the events with respect to the recoil-ion energy

with the analytical rate function. The coefficient “a” and the amplitude are

used as fitting parameters. The coefficient “a” is defined as 0.5+X/100 and X

is used as the fitting parameter for better fit resolution. A sample of 107 events

is produced using the event generator of the CERN program package ROOT.

By fitting different samples repeatedly with a different random seeds we get a

distribution of the fitted results for the coefficient “a” (see Fig. 2.8(b)). The width

of this distribution gives the achieved precision for “a” as 0.2%. This resolution

is of the same order as the theoretical uncertainty for “a”, which is 0.36% (see

Sec. 2.5). In this simulation the energy resolution of the recoil detector is not

included. A full MC simulation including the geometry and resolution of the

detectors is needed for a better estimate of the resolution in such an experiment.

The initial results of a β-detector simulation using the GEANT4 program package

is presented in section 6.2.

The β-particle spectrum can be derived similarly. Figure 2.10 shows a calcu-

lated spectrum and result of a relative change by a 1% deviation of the coefficient

“a” from the SM value. Since the electron is much lighter than the recoil-ion,

the β-particle spectrum is not sensitive to changes in the coefficient “a”. This is

particularly confirmed in a comparison of figure 2.9(b) and figure 2.10(b).

Recoil-Ion Momentum Components with Respect to the β-particle

The most sensitive kinematic parameters to deviations in the β-decay from the

SM description are the momentum of the recoil-ion and the angular correlation

between the recoil-ion and the β-particle. These two parameters can be related

to the transverse and longitudinal momenta of the recoil-ion with respect to

the direction of the β-particle. Figure 2.11(a) shows the calculated spectra. A

1% change in the coefficient “a” causes a change in the event distribution (see

Fig. 2.11(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.10: a) Energy spectrum of β-particles from 21Na β+-decay. b) Relative

change in the decay rate distribution by a 1% deviation of coefficient “a” from

the SM value.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.11: a) Analytical event distribution for the longitudinal momentum of

the recoil-ion versus transverse momentum of the recoil-ion with respect to the

direction of the β-particle from 21Na decay. b) Change in the distribution for a

1% deviation of the coefficient“a” from the SM value.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.12: Monte Carlo event distributions. a) Longitudinal momentum of the

recoil-ion versus the transverse momentum of the recoil-ion with respect to the

direction of the β-particle from 21Na decay. b) Difference on the event distribution

for a 1% change in the coefficient “a”. Each axis is divided into 100 bins.
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2.6.3 Polarization

A polarized atomic sample gives access to more parameters describing β-decay.

The coefficients A, B and D in equation 2.14 can be measured for a nuclear polar-

ized atomic sample using a β-detector and a recoil detector for a full kinematics.

The coefficient A describes the β-asymmetry and the coefficient B describes the

neutrino asymmetry. Historically they were among the first measured coefficients

[Wu57, Chr70, Bop86, Ero91, Hau04] in β-decay. They carry information about

parity violation in weak interactions. The coefficient D particularly bears the

information about time-reversal. A measurement of the polarization of the decay

electron gives access to another set of coefficients in equation 2.14, namely G, Q

and R. A non-zero value for R, which cannot be explained by the final state in-

teractions, would also signal T -violation. However, the sensitivity to new physics

is similar as in searches for EDMs [Her01], which may appear technically easier

accessible.

In this chapter we gave an analytical approach to connect the experimental

observables leading to the coefficient “a” in β-decay. The same approach can

be used also for more complicated measurements with polarized atoms. As the

polarization of the atoms already defines a preferred direction, the geometrical

symmetries no longer exist and many more independent observables are available

including the polarization direction of the atoms. Therefore a multi-dimensional

phase space histogram of the observables can be used to fit the analytical expres-

sion and extract all coefficients.

2.7 Conclusion

Measurements of the coefficient “a” (the β-ν correlation) and the coefficient “D”

in the decay of 21Na are priorities in the TRIµP experiments. While a reconfirma-

tion of the resolution of the deviation of the coefficient “a” from the SM is strongly

indicated [Vet08], measuring the coefficient “D” can address T -symmetry viola-

tion in weak interactions.

In this chapter we connected the experimental observables in a typical β-decay

to the weak interaction parameters. The decay rate is calculated analytically

in terms of various observables. Their results are in agreement with the MC

simulations. These calculations in particular show:

a) a resolution of 0.2% for the coefficient “a” can be achieved in a one dimen-

sional analysis of the recoil-ion energy spectrum with 107 events.
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b) the most sensitive observable in β-ν correlation is the energy or momentum

of the recoil-ion in combination with the angle between the recoil-ion and the β-

particle. This can be defined as the momentum of the recoil-ion with respect to

the β-particle direction (Pry and Prz).

c) the possible use of multi-dimensional analysis of the data by measuring a

set of the most sensitive observables. This requires a position sensitive β-detector

in combination of a position sensitive recoil-ion spectrometer.

A full MC simulation of the setup and careful calculation of the decay rate

in terms of the experimental parameters including all the effects and corrections

are in the way.




